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Thank you sponsors

Financial report

A word from our sponsors - Sydney Airport and
Canterbury Hurlstone Park RSL
Marrickville Cricket Club is very grateful to have the support and sponsorship of Sydney Airport
and Canterbury Hurlstone Park RSL. The sponsorship helps young cricketers and their families with
reduced player registration fees and basic cricket gear such as shirts, hats, balls and drink bottles.

Sydney Airport is proud to be a major
sponsor of Marrickville Cricket Club
(MCC) since 2014. Our partnership with the
MCC supports the continued development
of its players across the Marrickville and
Canterbury local government areas, as
well as supporting the parents, coaches and
volunteers who contribute to the club. We
congratulate the teams, kids, parents and
coaches of the MCC on this season’s results
and wish them all the best for the 2016/17
season.
More than 29,000 people work at Sydney
Airport across 800 businesses and many of
these people live within our local community.
As part of Sydney Airport’s community
engagement program, we work to give back
to the local community through local sporting
organisations. In 2015, Sydney Airport
invested $2.6 million in the community.
For more information visit www.
sydneyairport.com.au.
Margaret McCullough
Manager, Community Engagement,
Partnership and Events
Sydney Airport

Canterbury Hurlstone Park RSL Club is very
pleased to support Marrickville Cricket Club.
We are proud of our investment in the local
community, especially when it supports grassroots organisations doing great things with
local children.
Whether it’s helping local cricket players
with hats and shirts, funding educators for
after-school fitness sessions to help promote
healthy lifestyles, or assisting with funding
for sheet music, tuition and software, helping
schools run quality music ensembles, we’re
thrilled to be ‘reinvesting for life’ in our
community.
We’re extremely proud to have given more
than $2.6 million to community groups over
the last 5 years, either directly (to schools,
sporting clubs and other community groups)
or indirectly through registered charities and
welfare service providers.
We congratulate your Club on the season,
and look forward to supporting you in years
to come.
Paul Kougias
Community Sports and Grants Coordinator,
Canterbury Hurlstone Park RSL
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President’s report

2015-16 was a good season for MCC
The sound of leather
Being walloped by willow,
A sweet summer sound.
The cry of Howzat!
Bowlers jump and fielders cheer
Batters trudge off, sigh.
Now bats are away,
whites are lovingly folded,
balls in a bag, resting.
Kaye’s quiche is famous
Steve Smith carries Jazz’s kit
Thrills for our young stars.
MCC is fun
Club Championship was won
Next season awaits.
MCC links us
Community, kids, cricket
Good karma for all.
We’re a growing club with strong links to our local
community and a good relationship with our local
senior grade club Randwick Petersham CC, and
also with Western Suburbs CC.
Almost 500 cricketers played with MCC this season
– enjoying our great game across the Inner West.
We had 25 teams in CWSCA and Sydney
Thunder Girls comps, which is more than double
the number of teams we had five years ago.
Added to that, we have 150 Milo cricketers and
124 T20 blasters.
MCC is the CWSCA Junior Club Champion
this season. Every junior playing in the CWSCA
comp contributed to that, so thank you and well
done!
Congratulations to our three Premiers.
Adam Smith’s U14 Reds won second division in
style.
Our U16’s sent coach Arnull off with a big smile
after a brilliant last ball win in the Grand Final.
And Mayhew’s mighty 6th Division team won our
first senior title.
MCC’s U10 Bill Brown went down valiantly
in the Final, and our u10 Simpson, U14 Black,
and 4th Div senior teams made semi-finals. The
U13 Diamonds came second in their league.
Congratulations to all.

Congrats to all MCC players in CWSCA Rep
teams, and special commendation to the eight
MCC players chosen in Cricket NSW Academy
squads:
Emmanuel Grogan, Darcy Mooney and Reuben
Sachs in the U13 squad,
Harry Brooks, Seamus Meaker, Nivethan
Radhakrishnan, Rory Scott and Josh Yeoh in the
U14 squad.
I salute MCC players Josh Yeoh and Umar Khan
– players of the year in their Rep teams. And
Reuben Sachs was both the u13 Rep Player of the
season and the overall CWSCA Rep Player of the
Season – I salute you too champ.
Congrats to Jazz Weston, a very worthy inaugural
winner of MCC’s Mollie ‘Demon’ Flaherty Junior
Girls Player of the Year trophy.
Brilliant work by our MCC’s five century
makers – Phil Tree (3), Tim Spillane (2), Sanjay
Anandarajah, Viraj Desai and Nick Kennedy.
MCC parents Rob Brennan and Leo Iosifidis ran
the CWSCA team at the Ballina U13 Carnival,
and Dave Price, Sue Draysey, Paul Grogan,
Leo Iosifidis and myself ran CWSCA teams at
the Kookaburra Cup carnival in Canberra.
Tim Eccles, Jason Withers, Tracey Salkeld, Paul
Grogan and myself managed CWSCA Rep
teams.
MCC and Marrickville Council helped 24 parents
get Level 1 Coaching Certificates – an
investment in player, team and coach confidence.
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We helped Marrickville High School get new
nets, with support from CHPRSL. Many MCC
teams now train at MHS.
Our Milo Cricket program owes a lot to the
hard working David Mason. We are grateful to
Wests for their ongoing support.
T20 Blast was a great success. Many thanks
to Nikki Pitkethley and her crew for your work
at Mackey Park in Feb/March, and to Ken
Morrison for his help with the girls T20 at
Petersham Oval.
Sincere thanks to our Committee for their work.
I’m indebted to Treasurer Kathryn Higgs, Secretary
Sue Hemsley and committee members. Thanks

to Emma Price for organising team shirts and
caps, and Adam Smith and Andrew Hercus for
producing this Report, a fine journal of record.
And thank you Carla and James for brilliant
coordination of the U9s and U10s. Well done!
It’s au revoir to a group of parents who have
given so much to the Club, from U9’s about six
years ago through to this season with the U16s.
Sue, Kathryn, Dale, Tracey, Scott, Paul, the Brays
and all of your troupe – your lasting legacy is our
Club’s success. Thank you.
A final, big thank you to all volunteers. The Club
can always use more assistance – so please let us
know if you would like to be involved.
We are fortunate to have the sponsorship of
Sydney Airport and Canterbury Hurlstone Park
RSL. I thank both for their support.
We hope to see all players, parents and friends
back for the 2016-17 season.

Antony Sachs, President
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MILO in2CRICKET
Season 2015-16 saw MCC’s most successful run of Milo Cricket yet, with 153 players
aged 4-8 learning their cricket on Saturday mornings at Gough Whitlam Reserve,
writes coordinator David Mason.
This season saw another
record set for numbers in
our Milo Cricket program.
With around 150 clearly
being the maximum we
can successfully run, we
were very happy to give our
neighbours at Earlwood a
little guidance getting their
own Milo program up and
running, so that young
players we couldn’t fit in did
not miss out on cricket.
Despite having moved on
to under 9s, Carla Stacey
again worked her magic to
sort our Milo players into
10 groups (she appears to
have a matrix in her head
featuring who is friends with
who, skill levels and more
for all 153 of them) and
assisted in recruiting and
training our strongest ever volunteer coaching
group. We had to ask Cricket Australia for an
extra allocation of volunteer shirts and hats –
the level of parent involvement we achieve at
Marrickville is simply beyond their expectations!
Once again, the participation of the parent group
beyond the identified coaches was fantastic too.
Thanks again to Wests Cricket Club and MCC
for funding coaching support from grade (and
former MCC) players Tom Eccles and Nathan
Webster. Their work in backing up the parent
coaching group was very much appreciated.
Once again the development of our young players
as cricketers, and their enthusiasm for the game,
was really something to see. Those players who
move on to competition cricket next season will
take with them a substantial head start, based on
what they learnt at Milo Cricket about catching,
throwing, batting, bowling, and working together
with team mates. Even in the youngest groups
there were fantastic skills on display, as well as fun.
The Christmas party and end-of-season
celebration involved a record supply of water
balloons (thanks to parents for help with that
and a special mention to balloon filling assistant

Henry Mason) and Alpino gelato – thanks MCC!
We’ll change the party theme when I can think of
something even more fun.
A special thanks to Cooks River Café for
again making sure adults (including me) got
their caffeine fix and for helping with party
arrangements.
From this fabulous group of players and parents
we expect to see quite a few join the Under 9 and
T20 Blast competitions next season – players,
coaches, managers and supporters. We look
forward to seeing our club continue to develop
and grow.
Thanks to the whole parent group, and to parent
coaches: Kerrie Backhouse, David Bosma &
Julian Christian, Daniel Kicuroski, Daryl Chan,
Jo Flanagan, Craig Nicolson, Neil Morris &
Sam Willard, Toby Duffin, Luke Molloy & Ryan
O’Sullivan, Peter Lloyd-Jones, Matt Corben &
Susanne Johnson, Luke Carter, Gareth Maiden
& Shilpa Das, Bernard Ryan, Sam Byrne &
Matshepo Byrne, James Edwards & Arun
Pragasam, Trent Driver & Stephen Tate, Lisa
Morgan & David Lee, Matthew Whiting, Matt
Dunne, Thushara Dahanayake, Matt Skillecorn &
Paul Flanagan.
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T20 Blast
Our second season of Milo T20 Blast didn’t disappoint, writes coordinator
Nikki Pitkethley
After marketing our second T20 Blast
season in local community Facebook
pages, schools and via the Marrickville
Cricket Club we registered 118 boys
and girls for the season (the Girls Only
games ran at Petersham Park this year).
Interestingly enough the vast majority
of the participants were new players to
MCC.
The Milo T20 Blast programme is
becoming more widely known and
to that end we were approached to
supply a participant to be interviewed
on Kinderling Radio by HG Nelson
and Chris Taylor. Arjun bravely put up
his hand to be interviewed and did an
outstanding job, even putting the hosts
in their place when they mucked up the
rules! If you’d like to hear the interview
go to https://www.kinderling.com.au/
we-was-robbed/ep-3-waterslides-insports-t20-on-ice-and-little-ace-arjun
(around the 52-minute mark)
T20 Blast gives children the opportunity
to experience all aspects of cricket in
a short format. The addition of music
makes it feel more like the KFC T20
Big Bash League. T20 blast is designed
for boys and girls aged 7 -12 who may
(or may not) have basic cricket skills.
Games are up to 90 minutes and everyone has the
opportunity to bat, bowl, and field.
This year’s Skill Zone was run by Josh Barnett,
Hayden Kerr and Tanya Bailey. The Skills Zone,
where the kids go when waiting to bat, is run by
accredited coaches who lead games to enhance
skills in throwing, running between wickets,
fielding and batting. It’s a great lead-in to junior
club cricket and follows perfectly from Milo
in2Cricket.
We are grateful again to the parents who involve
themselves in the T20 Blast format because
without them we couldn’t run as many games.
Parents umpire, score, help the kids to and from
the Skills Zone and support the children. It can be
safe to say everyone learnt a lot about cricket and
the T20 Blast format.
We were fortunate enough to have a visit from
the official Thunder Bus early in our season and
this gave the T20 Blasters an opportunity to see

if they could throw the ball to the ‘wicketkeeper’
and take part in a simple quiz and win some
Thunder merchandise.
It is always pleasing to see a number of young
ladies giving Milo T20 Blast a try, but even more
pleasing is seeing the improvement in such a
short amount of time in all the basic cricketing
skills that everyone displayed. Just having weekly
exposure to time at the crease, in the field and
with the ball improves everyone’s confidence, even
if it’s just to make them more competitive in their
own backyards.
I’ve had the privilege of meeting even more
families from our local community and I’m
excited to think that there’s a good chance we’ll
see someone’s name in the years to come playing
representative cricket and maybe even for NSW
or Australia. Everyone has to start somewhere
and Marrickville Cricket Club is as good a place
as any to begin the dream.
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Under 9 Barnes
John McNally reports on a season that began tentatively but flourished as the players
learnt to express themselves.
It’s fair to say that the 2015/16 season started
quite tentatively for U9 Barnes, and players and
coaches alike approached the first fixture with a
mixture of excitement and trepidation.
The boys were thrown in at the deep end
straight away in the first fixture against Ashfield
Gold, having been put in to field. Cries of ‘Pay
attention!’ and ‘Run after it!’ echoed around
Croydon Park. However, young Sam Turnbull
and Eoin McNally soon settled the nerves of the
fielding side, conceding only 2 each off the first 2
overs. The ball of the innings, though, came from
Benny Hunt, with a delivery which swung, nipped
off a length and clipped the top of off stump.
Coach Turnbull looked on enviously from the
bowler’s end umpiring position.
Chasing a target of 54 to win, the boys fell
agonisingly short but Archie Turnbull and Lenny
Baker chipped in with a couple of 4s each.
The boys put the disappointment behind them
the following week with a hard-fought victory
in the first derby match of the year against U9
Toshack. Both batting and bowling were superb
and, having restricted their opponents to 43, the
boys weighed in with a total of 63 to earn the
bragging rights for the week.
With the boys trying hard in training each week,
plenty of improvement was achieved throughout
the season. All aspects of the game improved in
abundance, as did the enthusiasm and enjoyment
shown by the boys, none more so than in the
match against Summer Hill Gold at Darrell
Jackson Gardens. Perhaps it was the small oval, or
the lilting tones of the white-gloved saxophonist,
but both teams let loose and there were wickets
and boundaries aplenty. Will Fraser and Jem

Faure-Brac bagged some wickets, while Lenny
Baker let rip with five 4s in his innings.
Despite being just pipped once again, the boys
knew they had been in a great match and they
carried this enthusiasm with them through the
remainder of the season.
The post-Christmas return to the season saw a bit
of upheaval with the team losing two players to
school commitments, but the replacements slotted
in very nicely indeed. Sanul Dias Dahanayake
showed his Sri Lankan heritage with his pacey
bowling and energy in the field, while Charlie
Ash’s Dravid-esque stubbornness with the bat
proved that the pair would be an asset to the
team. This was evident in the win against U9
Toshack (sorry, fellas), while Malakai Blair’s
miserly bowling (two maidens) helped secure
another tough victory.
Whilst the season was a steep learning curve
for the team, everyone enjoyed it thoroughly. A
big thanks goes to the Coaches, Ian Fraser and
Mark Turnbull, for their tireless efforts to keep
the boys interested and motivated at training and
every Saturday. Thanks also to the parents who
helped out each week, particularly with scoring
and babysitting the boys while they waited to bat.
Finally, a huge thanks to Carla for all her efforts
throughout the season, particularly helping us get
some replacement players in our hour of need.
Roll on Season 2016/17!

AWARDS:
Batting – Lenny Baker
Bowling – William Fraser
Champion player – Archie Turnbull
Spirit of cricket – Jem Faure-Brac
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Under 9 Crawford
Togetherness was the keynote of the Crawford team’s season, as Helen Bradley
relates.
Our Crawford team loved to bowl at the wicket just
like our namesake Pat Crawford who was a leading first
class wicket-taker!
Throughout the season the Crawford players and
parents demonstrated the meaning of ‘team’. A true
passion for junior cricket was seen by all players,
heightened after watching a summer of international
cricket and the Big Bash League during the break!
Most of the team were new to cricket, but will have a
lifelong love of the sport thanks to Coach Arv and his
great introduction. It all started with Coach Arv’s rules
at the first training session:
• Have fun
• No talking when the coach is talking
• Hands to yourself, unless there’s something to
celebrate, and then bring on the Hi-5s!
The players (and parents!) got an ‘A’ for effort with
outstanding attendance at training and games, despite
nine of our games being out at Punchbowl Oval. We
all embraced our Saturday mornings together with
the shade tent and table, cookies and coffee between
cheering, padding up for batting and doing some warm
ups before the batsmen went onto the field.
…and a HUGE thank you to Scott McCaughey
who did a fantastic job scoring each week.

PLAYERS

Tom Borbilas: Had the first ‘Kaboom’ bat to be
added to the team line up. He set a trend with three
team members ending the season with the revered
Gray-Nicolls brand. Bowling got better week after week
with line and length being a real strength. A good eye
with the bat – once he connects, the ball will stay hit.
James Bradley-Bouzianis: One of the big
improvers of the summer. Ended the season with one

of the straightest bats and best footwork in the team.
Pulled out his best bowling spell in our last game.
Always impressed his team mates by keeping on going
even after copping some nasty blows with the ball.
Lewis Dellicastelli: Came onto the team part way
through the season. Plenty of natural ability and a very
quick learner. Lewis applied everything he learned at
training to demonstrate great improvement in both
batting and bowling week after week.
Lucas Gallardo: If there was an award for hitting
boundaries, Lucas would get it with his ability to
consistently hit the ball and score runs. Has a mean leg
break too – wish we saw more of it.
Jack Martin: Was our team’s quiet achiever. He
steadily went about his business week after week to
become one of our form bowlers in particular. Jack also
became one of the better runners between wickets by
the end of the season.
Bailey McCaughey: Displayed the best square drive
in the team – so impressive that on a few occasions he
had to stop and admire! The quickest fielder in the
team...will race to get the ball from anywhere.
Alexander Riley: Was always enthusiastic, always
keen to have a go. He was the first to arrive at training
and games every week. His left arm over the wicket
bowling was at times unplayable. Shared many a
memorable partnership with Lucas.
Marek Sampath: Was a consistent all-rounder who
always came away with positive runs. A memorable
moment (and worthy of a huge celebration) was in the
last game when he was wicket-keeping and caught out
3 in a row!
Jarvis Spencer: Is a future captain. He showed
a great variety with the ball and a handy drive
with the bat. He was always quick with a word of
encouragement for his team mates and
always first to the wicket celebration.
Flynn Wade-Schneiders: Showed
great promise before early retirement and
we all wish him well in other sporting
endeavours.

AWARDS:
Batting - Lucas Gallardo
Bowling - Tom Borbilas
Champion player - Jack Martin
Spirit of cricket - Alexander Riley
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Under 9 Martin
Coach Matthew Gerber reports on a team of great competitors who improved
through the season, and brought it all together for their final game.
The MCC U9 Martin team came
together at the start of the season
enthusiastic to learn about the
various facets of the game, both
at an individual and team level. It
was obvious there was plenty of
talent in the team, the trick was
going to be how to pull together
the various characters and skillsets
to lay a solid foundation for a
competitive team that blended
occasional exhibitions of personal
brilliance with collegial team work.
Friday afternoon trainings at the
Marrickville High School (MHS)
state of the art cricket academy
facilities provided a conducive
and convivial environment for
team members and the occasional
parent to hone their skills – thank
you to MHS for allowing us to use
their grounds.
We focused on several key areas of the game,
including: running between wickets and
communication for the batsman; line and length,
rhythm and consistency for bowlers; and the
all-important technical basics for fielding. The
improvement throughout the season for all the
boys was noticeable and the second half of the
season provided much enjoyment for players and
parent alike.

PLAYERS:
Every player contributed throughout the season
and a round of awards was presented at the end
of season celebrations to recognise these efforts.
Lenny Brown: The ‘Glen Maxwell’ Award for
the team’s own Mr Big Show.
Bailey Drew: The ‘Muttiah Muralitharan’
Award for outstanding off-spin.
Bradman Fox: The ‘Rod Marsh’ Award for the
keeper/bowler of the team.
Otto Gerber: The ‘Brett Lee’ Award for the best
musical/artistic talent.
Ethan Grove: The ‘Merv Hughes’ Award for
toughness.
Joel Kenchington: The ‘Steve Smith’ Award for
most improved player.
William Stanton-Clark: The ‘Jonty Rhodes’
Award for most enthusiastic fielder.

Riley Strydom: The ‘Mitchell Johnson’ Award
for line, length and speed.
Joe Wilson: The ‘Mike Hussey’ Award for being
Mr Cricket.
A big thank you to all the parents who assisted
during the season, from assisting in coaching duties,
to scoring and keeping the lads focused throughout
the long summer mornings. Simone Drew, our
indomitable manager and team wrangler, warrants
particular acknowledgement – without her efforts it
is not far from the truth to suggest the team would
have struggled to take the field.
The last game deserves a special mention. Against
a fellow MCC U9 team, we were coming off a
few close losses and were determined to end on
a high. Two run-outs by direct hits from the first
two opportunities that presented themselves was
an outstanding start to defending our total. As the
end of the game drew closer and the realisation of
the close finish dawned on the players, the bowlers
rose to the challenge, minimising the no-balls and
tightening their line and length, even with the
occasional wicket. A win ensued and the hard work
of the season had paid off. Well done lads!!

AWARDS:

Batting – Lenny Brown
Bowling – Riley Strydom
Champion player – Bradman Fox
Spirit of cricket – Joe Wilson
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Under 9 Saggers
Coach Jason Lenord describes an exuberant group of characters that became a team.
The Under 9 Saggers started off
a rowdy bunch with half of the
kids having never played cricket
before, and some challenges lay
ahead.
Throughout the season the kids
trained well and really made
some big improvements in their
bowling, fielding and batting.
More importantly friendships
were created and they really came
together as a team and enjoyed
playing the game.
Some interesting running
between the wickets took place
and it was nail biting and glorious
to watch, having had several close
games that came down to the
wire during the season.
Here’s a breakdown of the team
as I see them.

PLAYERS:
Harry A (Shane Watson): A big-hitting batsman
who can roll the arm over with surprising speed
and accuracy. Always looking for the run-out
opportunity.
Jarrah (Peter Neville): A budding wicketkeeper,
and a tenacious batsman who preserves his wicket
with pride. Jarrah can shape the ball either way
when the conditions are right. Great improvement
in his bowling this year and becoming more
daring with the bat.
Xavier (Mitchel Marsh): An all-rounder who
is always exploiting the weaknesses of the other
team and smashing the loose ball.
Will (James Faulkner): Will’s improvement
through the year with the ball has been
exceptional and his batting is coming along nicely.
A finisher for the future. Will is a keen fieldsman
who keeps the batsmen in their crease.
Felix (Ashton Agar): Handy with the ball and
can spin it both ways. Has shown promising
improvement with both the bat and ball this year,
making Punchbowl Oval Number 3 his own. One
to keep an eye on.
Harry P (David Warner): Our big-hitting lefthanded batsman – he terrifies the opposition as
he chews his gum and slams his bat into the pitch
waiting to punish the ball. Swats them over the

boundary like tennis balls. Has made changes to
his game that have shown big results.
Luke (The Big Show): Unpredictable batsman
and bowler always going for the shots, and with
great fielding prowess. A game changer to watch
for the future.
Liam (Mitchell Starc): He runs in and sends the
ball down with speed and accuracy, taking out the
stumps on several occasions. A great striker of the
ball when quick runs are needed at the end of the
innings.
Abbie (our own Ellyse Perry): Abbie is a great
all-rounder, and had some very good stints as
wicketkeeper. On the batting front, Abbie showed
plenty of gritty determination throughout the
season. Good to have a girl in the side to keep the
boys on their toes and bring them into line when
needed.

AWARDS:
Batting – Harry Armstrong
Bowling – Luke Woods
Champion player – Liam Lenord
Spirit of cricket – Abbie Crakanthorp
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Under 9 Simpson
A team who brought a great spirit to the game, and improved dramatically through the
season, as coach Chrissie Campbell reports.
Our team had a great first season. Not only did
our skills and knowledge of the game improve,
but each one of us accomplished things we never
thought were possible in just a few months of
cricket.
The bowling of Josh and Max improved so much
during the season. Max the quiet unassuming
assassin, and Josh with his unorthodox yet
effective style constantly surprised oppositions.
And both players really earned their wicky stripes
with some great saves that made the difference
between winning and losing matches.
Noah and Abbi’s single-stump accuracy at
training was a gift for any coach to witness.
During one match Abbi was on the receiving end
of a brutal bodyline ball that had her sit out her
batting innings for a while. But she returned with
the ball and calmly dismissed her opponent by
hitting middle stump. Noah’s speed only increased
during the season, but his consistency of line and
accuracy remained, making him one of our most
formidable bowling all-rounders.
Connor, Harper and Alby amazed us all this
season with their batting, not only with some
big hits, but many great cricket shots as well.
Harper was rewarded for his hard work with our
only 6 of the season. Connor has also displayed
his great leadership skills, always willing to tell
his teammates what to bowl. Alby, one of the
youngest on our team, has demonstrated a
matureness in his shots that would put a lot of
much older cricketers to shame.

Poppy really impressed in the field, she was always
on every ball backing up her teammates. Many
times Poppy would try something she didn’t think
she was capable of, yet had a go and impressed all
of us with her commitment to give her best.
Emile’s enthusiasm brought our team together,
and we all enjoyed how he managed to surprise
our opposition with his accuracy with the bat and
the ball. Emile was also great at dispensing advice
to his teammates, even when they were mid-bowl.
Hamish stepped up for us when we were down a
few players, and quickly earned himself the title
of Pocket Rocket. Not content with making up
the numbers, Hamish contributed to our team
with some great shots and valuable runs.
One of the most remarkable improvements
this season has come from Leo. Leo was a great
natural cricketer to start with, but after returning
from the Christmas break, it was clear that the
hours and hours spent playing and watching
cricket had fine-tuned his skills even more.
Watching Leo in the last few matches this year
was like watching a player twice his age. I’m not
embarrassed to say it brought a tear to my eye on
more than one occasion.
Our season was not only filled with great
improvements, but the highlight was the spirit in
which our team played the game. The support
shown by our players, not only to each other, but to
other teams, was remarkable. It was a great season,
well played by all, with dramatic improvements and
lots of fun.

AWARDS:
Batting – Connor Sachs
Bowling – Alby Smith
Champion player – Leo
Kavanagh-Sharman
Spirit of cricket –
Abbigail Campbell
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Under 9 Stitchers
Manager Frank Hicks reports on the remarkable improvements wrought by
coaches Ben Simpson and Mark Lengyelfalusy.
The players, parents and coaches of the Stitchers
enjoyed the clear air and bright sunshine of
early Saturday mornings, as well as the mild
Canterbury Road traffic, in getting to Punchbowl
Park by 8am.
The players were always keen to learn and
enthusiastic at our regular training sessions at
Marrickville High School. Net practice and
fielding drills were engaged with keenly. The
improvement in skills over the course of the
season was remarkable.
The spirit of cricket was the primary lesson taught –
play the game as a team, do your best, work together
and support each other, respect your opposition and
the umpire. When this is your approach, it doesn’t
matter what the scoreboard says because you and
your team will always be the winner.
To all the parents, who were tremendous support
with the training, scoring and general herding, we
hope that you are as proud of the team and each
of the players as we are. Thanks for everything.
As the first season of “whites” cricket, we hope
that the players will remember the 2015/16
summer fondly, and as the as the start of a lifetime
engagement with the game.

PLAYERS:
Rafi Dacol: A demon bowler, with varieties and
change-ups of all kinds, Rafi took many top-order
wickets with his full pitched, fast paced deliveries. A
good striker of the ball and very good when fielding.
Adam Gilfillan: It is a cricket maxim that
wicketkeepers are a breed apart. Adam was the
Stitchers’ keeper, and proved the truth of this
every Saturday. Skilled with the gloves, Adam
also developed his batting and bowling over the
summer.
Francis Healy: A stylish batsman with a natural
straight bat and good foot movement, Francis hit
the ball with timing and was always reliable. His
bowling developed well and gained accuracy as
the season progressed. Always looking for more
work in the field.
William Healy: Another good batsman from
the Healy family, William put a high price on his
wicket and showed timing, application and good
skills. His bowling was always improving through
the season and accuracy came with concentration
and application. Enthusiastic in chasing every ball
when fielding.

Edward Hicks: Batting with strength and a
good eye, Edward struck the ball fiercely and
scored runs with powerful shots all season. A good
bowler with height and a big engine, Edward
developed well over the season. A keen fielder.
Fletcher Lapthorne: A natural sportsman with
a rocket arm and speed to burn, Fletcher showed
fantastic skills and speed as a left arm bowler. As
a batsman, Fletcher had a great eye and striking
power, which he used to good effect to dispatch
many deliveries to the boundary.
Joel Lengyelfalusy: Showing focus and
application all season, Joel markedly improved
in all facets of the game. As a batsman, Joel was
dogged and focussed. In bowling, his accuracy
and pace got better each and every week. A keen
fieldsman with a good arm.
Henry Martin: Using his abilities to the utmost,
Henry was an effective bowler whose action and
accuracy improved every game. A classy batsman
with a straight bat and a clear eye, Henry
approached every game positively and never gave
anything less than a full effort.
Fraser Simpson: A fine bowler with a welldeveloped and free-flowing action, Fraser was
accurate, fast and took many wickets. His batting
was stylish and energetic, displaying a wide array
of classical shots. Always looking to take the game
on with bat and ball, Fraser had a great season.

AWARDS:
Batting – Fraser Simpson
Bowling – Rafi Dacol
Champion player – Adam Gilfillan
Spirit of cricket – Edward Hicks
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Under 9 Toshack
A great season for a spirited team that truly demonstrated winning isn’t everything.
Manager Sally Auld gives us an overview.
The U9 Toshacks started the season with little
game experience under their belts. Many of the
team had just graduated from MILO cricket and
fronted up in their (very white!) whites with a
sense of nervous excitement for their first game of
team cricket in October 2015.
But what they lacked in experience they made
up for in team spirit and enthusiasm, and despite
not winning a match all season the boys played
with their heads held high and a strong sense of
enjoyment and sportsmanship at every game. It
was truly inspiring to see the boys’ consistently
positive attitude on display through the season.
Perhaps the best embodiment of the Toshack
team spirit was the video posted on the MCC
website mid-season (see the video here: https://
www.facebook.com/MarrickvilleCricketClub/
videos/645271778908600/). Wickets didn’t come
easily for team Toshack, so when they fell the
celebration was big! The clip is a perfect summary
of the joy with which the boys played their games,
and moreover, is a great representation of the true
spirit of cricket.
It is hard to single out any of the boys in team
Toshack given the commitment and enthusiasm
they consistently displayed, but there are a few
worthy of note. We award best batsman to
Sam Hayes (his last innings was full of grit and
determination, reminiscent of Allan Border in the
West Indies), Laurence Bennell takes the award
for Champion Player (incredible consistency for

a 6 year old and our highest wicket taker, great
fielding skills and a fantastic appreciation for the
game), Rohan Willard takes the award for the
spirit of cricket award (he was our most improved
over the season) and Hayden Wilson deserves the
bowling award for his very consistent bowling
efforts.
Other Toshack boys made an outstanding
contribution during the season – Charlie Auld
for his general enthusiasm and energy, Tom
Waterworth for bringing a touch of T20 style
to the Toshacks, Jasper Jones for the earnest
attitude with which he approached each game,
Jack Rumney for trying his hardest during the
season and finally, Campbell Skuodas for being a
fantastic team player.
The expert guidance, good humour and
seemingly endless patience of coaches Dan
Waterworth and Mark Wilson gave the boys every
opportunity to develop as the season progressed.
It was wonderful to watch the boys’ skills,
teamwork and knowledge of the game improve
under Dan and Mark’s coaching. A big thank you
to all the other parents who helped out at every
game – just like the boys in Toshack, it was a true
team effort.
It has been wonderful to be part of this great little
team, and we wish all the boys the best in their
future cricket endeavours.
Well done Team Toshack!

AWARDS:
Batting – Sam Hayes
Bowling – Hayden Wilson
Champion player –
Laurence Bennell
Spirit of cricket –
Rohan Willard
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Under 10 Barnes
Under 10 Barnes made a habit of tight games, and matured through the season, as
coach Savvas Giannakakis reports.
Under 10 Barnes had a season consisting of 3
wins and numerous tight losses, with the majority
of the games going down to the wire and only a
handful of runs being the difference.
The season opener against the Marrickville
Saggers was the game of the season for our side,
with only 1 run separating both teams
The team consisted of a great mix of experience
and youthful enthusiasm. Boys with some more
cricket experience volunteered to bat with
partners who were a little ‘greener’ and this
maturity began to pay dividends with our run
totals steadily increasing throughout the year.
What was most pleasing to see was the spirit in
which the boys approached their cricket. 100%
effort was offered at all times even when facing
high quality oppositions. The boys were selfless in
volunteering to field for oppositions who were short.
Thank you to all the parents for their support
throughout the year. A special thanks to Matt
Chatto who took over coaching duties for the final
6 games on short notice, and to Tom Stringer and
James Ferris for their scoring and support.
Seasons highlights are too numerous to list but a
brief description of our team must be provided.

PLAYERS:
Oliver Amato: One of our rookies, who improved
steadily through the year. Brought his season to
a close with a magnificent innings, picking up a
boundary, and took some valuable wickets.
Will Brand: Technically a very sound batsmen
whose quality technique was equally matched by
his courage. Season highlight was a
last-wicket stand with Riley Davidson
for our third victory.
Lucas Chatto: One of our
strongest performers with the ball.
Bowled a good line and length all
year and proved very handy with
the bat, picking off boundaries from
the quicker bowlers effortlessly.
Season highlight taking 2 wickets
on a Nurofen breakfast, with a
temperature of 40 degrees.
Riley Davison: Our representative
player did not disappoint. His right
arm leg spin yielded countless wickets.
Batsmen found him extremely difficult

to get away and his maturity and leadership on the
field was pivotal to our season.
Ignatius Donovan: Voted best and fairest by
the parents, and rightfully so. Opened the batting
with class and was deadly in the field. His bowling
left batsmen trembling, having been clocked at
130kmh unofficially at training.
Zach Ferris: The team’s X factor and one of
the cleanest hitters of the ball ever seen. Scored
runs all over the ground and evolved into an
outstanding wicketkeeper.
Lukas Giannakakis: The team’s top runscorer, a classy left-hander whose quick hands left
many a team chasing ball beyond the square leg
rope. When on-song, his bowling was destructive,
with a highlight of 6 wickets against the Saggers.
Finn Grove: Whilst being new to cricket, it was
clear from early on that this young man’s athletic
ability would carry him far. His left-arm swing
bowling troubled the right-handers, and his ability
to find the boundary with monotonous regularity
was a highlight.
Daniel Stringer: Opened the bowling with
genuine pace and fire. His ability to hit long and
hard had parents moving their vehicles to safer
locations. Provided a running-between-wickets
masterclass in our last game.

AWARDS:
Batting – Lukas Giannakakis
Bowling – Riley Davison
Champion player – Ignatius Donovan
Spirit of cricket – Will Brand
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Under 10 Bill Brown
Coach Paul McConkey showcases the talents of his team, who made it to the
Grand Final this year.
Team Bill Brown had a great year, winning
13 out of 15 games. Our team was a
mix of experienced and less experienced
members, but we pulled together as a team
and played hard to make it to the Grand
Final. I’m very proud of every player,
who all made remarkable improvements
throughout the season. Harry McConkey
was also selected to play for President’s
Cup and then called up to play in the
Foster Shield series. Well done Harry.
Team Bill Brown can be very proud of
their achievements this year.

PLAYERS:
Vaughan Carson-Williams: In his first
season of cricket, Vaugh has proved to be a
valuable asset to the team. Has been dedicated to
improving his game, and this has seen him make
outstanding progress this season. His great effort
is to be admired.
Oscar Ciechanowicz: Oscar has gained a lot
of confidence this year, which has seen his allround game play improve considerably. He always
tries hard and is a great team player.
Liam Craddock: A little dynamo and a great
asset to the team. He just kept on improving every
game, and another great all-rounder.
Liam Hiley: Extra training has given Liam
more confidence this year, and he always tries his
best. He is always keen to play with the boys and
has shown great spirit throughout the season.
Bryn Lee: Bryn put his body on the line to save
those hard-hit boundaries this year – he stopped
quite a few! He’s always a happy team player and
has improved his all-round game.
Oscar Lynn: In his first season of cricket, Oscar
has shown great potential as a cricketer. He is
a great team player and it’s been a pleasure to
watch him improve game by game.
Harry McConkey: Our team captain, who
showed great leadership throughout the season
and has exceptional all-round skills for the game.
Finlay McPherson: Ignited the team as our
opening bowler and opening batsman who
consistently got the team going from start to finish.
Sam Rodgers: The quiet achiever who always
has something positive to say and has the respect
of his teammates. His all-round skills and attitude
are to be admired.

Tomas Schinazzi: As the youngest member of
the team, Tom has had a great year with the bat
and has also improved his bowling. Always smiling
and has earned great respect from the team.
Thanks to the scorers Kim and Matt; to squareleg umpires Dave, Kurt and Matt; to Kurt, Kate
and Bart for transporting the team to training;
and especially to Jenny for bringing fruit, and
writing match reports. Thanks to all the parents
for their support this year. It’s been a long but
great season.

AWARDS:
Batting – Finlay McPherson. Our second highest
scoring batter with 287 runs, who put pressure on
the field with his daring running between wickets
and always got his partner going.
Bowling – Liam Craddock. Our second highest
wicket taker with 31 wickets for the season,
including one game that saw him take 5 wickets
for 10 runs. Liam was a very consistent bowler
who showed great potential.
Champion player – Harry McConkey. Our top
batsman with a total of 495 runs, including one
innings of 66 off 23 balls, and our top bowler with
38 wickets. Harry was an inspirational leader and
a joy to watch throughout the season.
Spirit of cricket – Sam Rodgers. Sam was
always a happy chap with a positive attitude that
was infectious for the team. He showed great
sportsmanship throughout the season and worked
very hard to improve his overall game.
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Under 10 Saggers
Coach Nick Houseman reports on a team that won more than they lost, and
maintained a great spirit throughout.
Saggers had a very successful season. We
came out of the blocks firing, winning our
first 4 games. Although we didn’t quite
maintain this momentum, we finished
the season with a very respectable 8 wins
from 15 games. Most importantly, all of
the games were played in a fantastic spirit,
with the team really developing as a unit.
Everyone’s cricket improved and the boys
had lots of fun together.
Special thanks to Roger for his scoring, and
to all the parents for their great support for
the boys and coaches throughout the year.

PLAYERS:
Alex Christian: Runs 71, HS 12; Wickets
8, BB 3 for 9.
For his age, Alex is one of the best bowlers
in the competition. He has a good action,
is accurate, and can spin the ball. This
combination will ensure he gets lots of
wickets. He is also one of the hardest
trainers in the team. His running between
wickets was also greatly improved this year.
Thomas Crawford: Runs 67, HS 18; Wickets
15, BB 3 for 14.
When Thomas was bowling well he was very
difficult to hit. Got lots of wickets throughout
the season and will continue to improve. On
the batting front, Thomas played some good
innings and had several very profitable batting
partnerships with James.
Josh Fitzhardinge: Runs 69, HS 12; Wickets 2,
BB 1 for 13.
Played some fine innings, and his bowling
improved as the year went on. Josh also kept
wicket throughout the year and was a great team
player. Played an important part in some very
good batting partnerships.
Hugh Gibbons: Runs 28 HS 11; Wickets 5, BB
1 for 4.
Had lots of fun with the team this year. His
bowling improved dramatically after Xmas, taking
a few wickets for his efforts. Took one of the best
catches of the season against Strathfield Gold and
always tried hard in the field.
Thomas Hardy: Runs 280, HS 49; Wickets 18,
BB 5 for 4.

Our captain for the second half of the season and
leader throughout. Tom’s batting and bowling
contributed significantly towards our wins. He
was bowling some great fast inswing by the end of
the season. However I was most impressed with
his developing leadership. His field settings and
encouragement to his teammates show he will be
an inspiring captain for years to come.
William Hardy: Runs 339, HS 52; Wickets 7,
BB 2 for 12.
Our most consistent batter throughout the year
and always gave 100% in everything he did. His
batting was a joy to watch and he has one of the
best pull shots in the competition, hitting plenty
of sixes. His bowling was always dangerous and
he was unlucky not to end up with more wickets.
James Henderson: Runs 56 HS 11; Wickets 1,
BB 1 for 11.
Our wicketkeeper for most of the season,
James showed great potential. His footwork and
movement behind the stumps improved as his
confidence grew, and he took some excellent
catches. With the bat, James played some great
shots but (as with most of the boys) will need to
carefully protect his wicket next year as we move
to full rules.
Continued
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Will Houseman: Runs 51, HS 11; Wickets 3,
BB 1 for 7.
Missed a few games, but generally provided
several great highlights, with some hard hitting
straight drives for 4 a feature. His bowling was
usually very accurate and he was unlucky not to
get a few more wickets. Next year he will need to
learn to protect his wicket more when batting as
he develops into an all-rounder.
Alex Kouris: Runs 36, HS 7; Wickets 11, BB 2
for 14.
Improved throughout the season, both in his
batting and bowling. He has a very good eye and
protects his wicket well. He finished the season
with the fewest dismissals of anyone on the team
and next year I expect him to score a lot more
runs.

Carl Mandel: Runs 96, HS 17; Wickets 10, BB
2 for 7.
Had a great first season with Saggers this year.
At times his bowling was unplayable and had
great variety. When batting, his powerful slog to
mid-wicket was one of his strengths. Carl has
the makings of a good all-rounder. He needs to
decide next season whether he is a spinner or fast
bowler.

AWARDS:
Batting – William Hardy
Bowling – Thomas Crawford
Champion player – Thomas Hardy
Spirit of cricket – Carl Mandel

Under 10 Simpson
Coach James Owens is justly proud of his youthful Semi Finalists.
This season several new faces joined a youthful
Simpson team (8 out of 10 could have stayed
with the U9s!). However it turned out that we
would be a match for anyone, losing only 3 out
of 17 games. Simpson qualified for the Semi
Final against probably the strongest side we faced
this year, Strathfield Gold. Unfortunately it was
a bad toss to lose, and the game was beyond us
by the time we finished batting. Even so, seeing

how exceptionally we bowled and fielded was the
proudest moment so far of my short coaching
career, as we kept our opponents to their lowest
score all season.
Thanks to Michelle Sullivan for scoring, Brendon
Garwood for assisting coaching plus umpiring,
and the entire parent group for supporting the
team. It certainly was a blast and I hope you
enjoyed it as much as the lads did.
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PLAYERS
Tyler Bishop: Carried on his form from the
U9s, contributing with bat and the ball. Was
greatly missed after the season break with the
Bishop family relocating to Victoria.
Bowling: 5 wickets @ 10.6 BB. 2/2 vs ACC
Green
Batting: 96 runs @ 12.0 HS 20 vs Summer Hill
Green
Fielding: 2 catches & 4 r/o
Spencer Bland: Recruited from Summer Hill in
January to replace Tyler, and fitted right in from
the word go. Spencer swings the ball at pace and
was a reliable batsman who prized his wicket.
Bowling: 4 wickets @ 13.0 BB. 2/1 vs
Marrickville Toshack
Batting: 65 runs @ 21.7 HS 17no vs Summer Hill
Blue
Fielding: 2 catches & 5 r/o
Hugh Crakanthorp: Simpson’s Mr
Dependable, with an economy rate of only 1.9
runs per over. Hugh applied the screws to many
an opposition’s innings, laying the foundations for
a number of our victories.
Bowling: 9 wickets @ 10.0 BB. 2/6 vs
Marrickville Barnes
Batting: 111 runs @ 11.1 HS 17no vs ACC Gold
Fielding: 1 catch & 6 r/o
William Garwood: One of the stand-out
batsmen of the year, with the ability to play shots
both sides of the wicket. Often provided winning
platforms batting with Charles. A very economical
and accurate bowler who deserved to take more
wickets.
Bowling: 9 wickets @ 7.7 BB. 2/1 vs Marrickville
Toshack
Batting: 236 runs @ 19.7 HS 27no vs ACC Gold
Fielding: 4 catches & 12 r/o
Hugo Guastella: Developed into Simpson’s, if
not the competition’s, best wicketkeeper by the
end of the season. Also a regular contributor with
bat and ball. Generates so much power with his
pull shot.
Bowling: 10 wickets @ 7.7 BB. 2/2 vs Earlwood
Wanderers
Batting: 193 runs @ 24.1 HS 32 vs ACC Gold
Fielding: 5 catches & 9 r/o
Nathaniel Hall: Simpson’s only left-hander,
confounding the line of many opponents, and
using his quick wrists to capitalise. One of our
most consistent bowlers (right-handed!) and has
the strongest throw in the team.

Bowling: 12 wickets @ 6.5 BB. 3/6 vs
Marrickville Saggers
Batting: 150 runs @ 18.8 HS 22 vs Strathfield
Gold
Fielding: 3 catches & 11 r/o
Lucius Kelleher: Small in stature but a giant
all-rounder and a well-loved member of the team.
He leads by example, with accurate bowling
and more than useful runs. Has one of the most
accurate arms in the team as many have witnessed
trying to take his throw on.
Bowling: 12 wickets @ 8.3 BB. 3/1 vs
Marrickville Toshack
Batting: 207 runs @ 34.5 HS 31 vs Marrickville
Saggers
Fielding: 4 catches & 13 r/o
Owen Lenord: Probably the hardest hitter of
the ball in the team, Owen employed the pull shot
to devastating effect. Backed up by economical
bowling which deserved more wickets than he
recorded.
Bowling: 7 wickets @ 14.1 BB. 2/2 vs Strathfield
Black
Batting: 241 runs @ 60.3 HS 33 vs Marrickville
Bill Brown
Fielding: 1 catches & 8 r/o
Angus Sullivan: Simpson’s own pocket rocket.
No one is faster between wickets and in the
outfield, with many a boundary stopped and run
stolen. Had an exceptional game against Summer
Hill Green.
Bowling: 8 wickets @ 10.4 BB. 1/1 vs Summer
Hill Green
Batting: 155 runs @ 17.2 HS 25 vs Summer Hill
Green
Fielding: 3 catches & 15 r/o
Charles Thompson-Owens: Another
consistent contributor, chipping in with runs,
wickets and catches. Batted many times with Will
to settle the innings or push on as required, and
laid many winning platforms
Bowling: 13 wickets @ 6.2 BB. 3/0 vs Summer
Hill Green
Batting: 226 runs @ 37.7 HS 26 vs Earlwood
Wanderers
Fielding: 6 catches & 13 r/o

AWARDS:
Batting – Owen Lenord
Bowling – Charles Thompson-Owens
Champion player – Lucius Kelleher
Spirit of cricket – Angus Sullivan
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Under 10 Toshack
While not quite as invincible as their namesake, the team had a stellar season
according to coach John Skinner.
Under 10 Toshack was named after the great
Australian bowler Ernie Toshack, one of Don
Bradman’s 1948 ‘invincibles’. Ernie made his test
debut in 1946 at the ripe old age of 31. He played just
12 test matches before injury forced him to retire.
In 2015-16, 101 years after Ernie Toshack was
born, Under 10 Marrickville Toshack had a
stellar season for the Marrickville Cricket Club.
We won 9 of our 16 games and finished 8th out
of a total of 16 teams. We improved dramatically
over the season and restricted some of the top
sides to very respectable totals towards the end of
the competition.
One thing we all learnt during the season is the
importance of concentrating whilst batting! We
had some brilliant innings with the bat, registering
totals as high as 147 off our 24 overs. However,
great batting displays such as this were followed

up with games where we lost bucketloads of
wickets, and we registered totals as low as 18. The
boys need to protect their wicket at all times!
Thanks to a fantastic group of parents who
helped make my life as coach so much easier.
I always had volunteers to help score, umpire
at square leg, and most importantly cook the
sausages!! Thanks also to James, Antony and the
committee for organising all of us at club level. I
hope to see everyone back in 2016-17.

AWARDS:
Batting – Max Tancred (216 runs)		
Bowling – Ishan McKean (20 wickets)
Champion player – Thomas Skinner (188
runs, 14 wickets)		
Spirit of cricket – Franklin Jan
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Under 12 Bats
The Under 12 Bats provided a whole catalogue of classic moments for the season.
Coach Carl Redfern presents just a few.
PLAYERS:
Tom Anderson: Finished the year with a careerbest innings, a determined 38. Tom was involved
in many spectacular run-outs and well deserves
the Coach’s Fielding Award. Classic moment:
after saving a 4 on the boundary Tom returned
a rocket of a ball straight over the stumps for a
brilliant run-out.
Lachlan Eliasson: Very handy with the ball,
grabbed a few wickets and fielded strongly –
particularly at deep fine leg. Classic moment:
taking his first ever catch and being the centre of
a big post-wicket celebration. A great personal
and team moment for Lachie.
Ben Giannaras: No one is more passionate
about their cricket than Beno. He terrorised
opposition batsmen all season, his speciality an
in-swinging yorker. Classic moment: opening
the bowling against Strathfield, Ben produced a
blistering 3-over spell taking 4 wickets for 1 run. It
put his team in a great position to win the game.
Daniel Gilfillan: Cool and collected at the
crease, Dan deservedly receives the Batting Award
for the second year running! Classic moment:
Dan didn’t waste any time this season. On the
second ball of the first game Dan played a
textbook cover drive for 4.
Alex Houguet: An all-round cricketer and
excellent sport who always backs up and supports
his team mates. Classic moment: a never say die
innings in the season finale. On a heavy wicket
against tight bowling. Alex batted 20 overs for 20
runs – his highest score – keeping his team in the
game.
Leo Kershaw Kostic: Welcomed to the
team this year, Leo put in some dogged displays
with the bat and ball. Classic moment: always
enthusiastic in the field, Leo took his first ever
catch in the second last game of the season. A big
moment!
Omar Nolan: O put his hand up for wicketkeeping duty this season and proved himself a
promising gloveman. Classic moment: requesting
a move up the batting order, Omar dedicated his
holidays to the nets. It paid off as O cemented
an opening spot with a series of swashbuckling
innings.
Charlie Redfern: Charlie switched to leg
spin this season with great success. He finished

with an equal second aggregate of 9 wickets
and team best of 9 maidens. Classic moment: vs
Marrickville Blue, Charlie bowled a magnificent 3
overs taking 2 important wickets for only 4 runs –
a turning point in the game.
Tom Timberell: Tom always enjoys his cricket
and has enhanced his game by developing a solid
defensive technique and improving his bowling.
Classic moment: in the first game, bowling full
and straight, Tom took his first wicket for the
season and conceded only 3 runs.
Joe Tonge: A confident opening batsman,
scoring many valuable runs, Joe also did a fine
job with the gloves. Win or lose, Joe is always an
excellent sport and enthusiastic contributor. A
deserved recipient of the Spirit of Cricket Award.
Classic moment: a spectacular diving catch at
second slip that brought the crowd to its feet!
Leo Wales: Leo had an excellent season,
particularly in the field, taking the most catches
in the competition. Leo’s lethal swing bowling
sees him take home the Bowling Award with 15
wickets. Classic moment: against a determined
opposition, Leo showed great patience to score his
first 50. A thrilling innings complete with a few
close calls and a spectacular 6.
Louis Wilson: A wonderful season for the
captain, a positive player and a great influence
on his team mates. Louis well deserves the
Champion Player award for both his team and
the competition. Classic moment: with the Bats
on the back foot against Summer Hill, Louis
took control with a highly entertaining 50 before
returning to finish not out 79.

AWARDS:
Batting – Daniel Gilfillan
Bowling – Leo Wales
Champion player – Louis Wilson
Spirit of cricket – Joe Tonge
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Under 12 Blue
Coach Buzz Mackenzie reports on the thrills and spills of the Blues’ exciting season.
The 2015-16 Marrickville Blues experienced the
highs and lows cricket provides in just about every
game. Thrilling run chases, batting collapses, run
outs and great catches left players and parents
with frayed nerves and bitten fingernails. In a few
games when everything came together, the Blues
deservedly won. On balance, though, the tight ones
went the other way. But the team never gave up.
Their skill, sportsmanship, character and charm
showed through to the end.

PLAYERS:
Darcy Brennan: The competition’s leading
wicket taker in the regular season, Darcy took
wickets in nearly every spell, a few athletic c & bs
were testimony to his all-round skill. A stylish and
correct batsman, Darcy never gave up his wicket
easily.
Tom Cannane: Our bowling X-factor Tom
could be unplayable when he landed it full and
swinging into the stumps. With the bat Tom
scored some valuable runs, and played important
roles in match winning partnerships.
Alec Fretwell: A resolute opener, handy spin
bowler and capable slip fieldsman, Alec was also
an encouraging and natural on-field leader.
Joel Fortmann: Taking apart opening attacks,
Joel pulled, cut and drove his way to some great
scores. A handy bowler and wicketkeeper, Joel
showed great bravery and commitment, bouncing
back from a nasty off-field injury to play all but
one game.

Lachlan Harmer: A tearaway left-arm quick,
Lachlan also played some controlled and powerful
innings, adding depth and runs when he could
play. We missed you Lachie!
Dimitri Kouris: Claiming some big scalps
through the season, Dimitri was a regular wickettaker, steady in line and length. A handy lower
order batsman, with a strong pull shot, Dimitri
was instrumental in one of the Blues’ winning run
chases.
Cormac Mackenzie: Whether batting, bowling
or fielding, Cormac generally contributed
something good in every game. Scoring runs,
keeping it tight with his outswingers, he also took
catches and run-outs with a hard and fast right
arm.
Max O’Connor: Driving his fielders on,
encouraging his bowlers, Max was our No.1
keeper and another born captain. With some
stylish batting at No.3 or 4, and some fast bowling
late in the season Max showed skill, character and
drive.
Om Sen: Another beguiling spinner, with great
loop and flight, Om drew many batsmen into
uncertainty and false shots. Om showed good allround skill, taking many catches – 3 in one game
– and could defend or attack with the bat.
Dominic Shapiro: In his debut season, Dom
was a terrier in the field, patrolling and protecting
the fine leg boundary with great speed and
enthusiasm. With a raw but natural bowling style,
Dom’s bowling progressed well and
shows great promise for the future.
Oscar Teffer: Another line and length
bowler, Oscar took a lot of wickets
through the summer and was unlucky
not to get more. Often fielding in the
deep, Oscar’s love and commitment to
the game was always evident.

AWARDS:
Batting – Cormac Mackenzie
Bowling – Darcy Brennan
Champion player – Joel Fortmann
Spirit of cricket – Alec Fretwell
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Under 12 Red
Coach Ron Clarke reports on a young but fast improving group of players.
Marrickville Red had a mix of players
from ages 9 to 12, who all put in
110% effort each week. Thanks to
Charlesy for the excellent coaching.
The team improved immensely over
the season, particularly in fielding.
By the end they were giving the top
teams a run for their money. Watch
out next year!

PLAYERS:
Joshua Biro: Our pocket rocket –
one of our best and youngest bowlers.
His enthusiasm was infectious. He
proved to be a great slips catch
towards the end of the season.
BB 3/3, W 9, R 17, HS 5*
Asher Carey: Proved to be a good
hand in the field. His highest batting score helped
win the game when we were 4 players down.
BB 1/11, W 1, R 38, HS 20
Nam Clarke: The quiet achiever, opened with
great play-making, was our main wicketkeeper,
and caught with style behind the wicket and on the
field. Not to forget his bowling, always on target!
BB 3/2, W 9, R 173, HS 21*
Luke Cussen: Our “lefty” in his first season with
Marrickville made an impressive impact with his
skills and maturity. Only player to be present every
game. Also stepped in as keeper when needed.
BB 2/8, W 5, R 78, HS 16
Oliver Hathaway-Wilson: Started cricket with
Marrickville this season. His bowling and fielding
really came into form after Christmas. Took many
fantastic catches and a spectacular run-out in our
last game.
BB 3/19, W 6, R 15, HS 4
Ryan Hobbs: Our team’s mega fast opening
bowler; always gave the opposition something to
think about. Confident batsmen who not only
scored but provided great partnership skills.
BB 2/1, W 10, R 120, HS 31
Archie Jones-Sinclair: What a great start to
his inaugural cricket season!!! Achieved a lot of
“firsts”, including wickets, runs, catches and even
a maiden.
BB 1/9, W 2, R 8, HS 5*
Sam Kable: Great straight-line bowler. Always
turned up at training and games. His maturity

progressed throughout the season.
BB 2/2, W 4, R 14, HS 6*
Nathaniel Kelly: Our tricky spin bowler, often
pulling off a surprise wicket. Gave his all to the
team. Part-time keeper who stepped up to every
challenge.
BB 2/12, W 7, R 24, HS 12
Jesse McQuire: The captain and big run maker,
had a personal best season. One of the team’s
top batters and bowlers. Fielded, kept wicket,
bowled and batted with pride. His enthusiasm
encouraged the Reds each week.
BB 3/6 W 8, R 199, HS 45
Atticus McShane: Joined our team half
way through the season, and was immediately
welcomed. Showed amazing maturity for a 9-year
old, protected his wicket well and even bowled
maidens.
BB 0/3, W 0, R 24, HS 8*
Kane Novak: In his first year at Marrickville, he
proved to be a valuable and mature team player.
His bowling improved considerably throughout
the season and together with Ryan formed a very
effective opening bowling attack.
BB 1/5, W 3, R 36, HS 7

AWARDS:
Batting – Jesse McQuire
Bowling – Ryan Hobbs
Champion player – Nam Clarke (49.3 points)
Spirit of cricket – Oliver Hathaway-Wilson
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Under 12 White
Coaches Andrew Hercus and Jason Withers report on a team who put in a great
effort all season.
A season that had its moments in the u/12-2 grade
against some tough teams. It was a year of learning
new skills and cricket dynamics – and the players
responded well with some hard fought victories!
Many thanks to all the players for their enthusiasm,
especially our captain Aedan Thompson. Thanks
to all the parents who supported the team, notably
Martin, Nick, our young coach Tom and our scorers,
‘The Abacus’ Partick Rooney and Trevor Armstrong.

PLAYERS:
Bailey Armstrong: Keen to bat at opener or
wherever the team needed him – it must have been
the new bat! Bailey was not out a number of times
this season and was striking the ball well late in the
season. His bowling skills developed over the season as
he achieved more consistency.
Jamie De Botton: When batting, Jamie likes to
swing the bat and is a very good runner between
the wickets. A middle-order batsman who enjoyed
a number of good partnerships throughout the year
and often lifted the run-rate. He also tried hard with
the ball and in the field.
Damon Freese: Probably the best catcher in the side,
Damon took a couple of great catches at his favoured
point position. Quietly-spoken, he also showed
improvement with the bat achieving his highest score
this season and enjoying some good partnerships
Finnigan Hercus: Vice-captain and another
wicketkeeper, Finn put in a solid performance this
year. He displayed some big hitting and on his day is
a damaging batsman. His fielding is excellent and he
has a good awareness of the game and how it should
be played.
Patrick Gallagher: Strong improvement in Patrick’s
bowling over the off season saw him take some good
wickets in our early games, and he was
always a threat when bowling as he hits a
good length. His batting also improved due
to his efforts in training.
Raphael Gordon: This season he settled
on bowling leg spin, and a fine job he did.
Producing good turn, Raph was able to
bamboozle many batsmen and looks to
have found his specialty. Will take many
wickets in future seasons.
Oscar Lipscombe: A fast bowler and
excellent fieldsman, Oscar is a very handy
player to have in the team. He can throw the
ball a long way and is also a good middleorder batsman.

Harrison Loeffler: Good all-round performance
from Harrison this year. Courageous when batting, he
was particularly effective with his swing bowling taking
12 wickets and not going for many runs. Nice work.
Ryan O’Dempsey: Good improvement shown by
Ryan this year with both batting and bowling reaping
the benefits of his training efforts. He picked up a
yard or two of pace and his calm manner means he is
a pleasure to coach.
Jack Rath: Another quietly-spoken player, Jack
added great energy running between the wickets
and could always up the run-rate with his aggressive
running and hitting. Also an excellent fielder, Jack was
an asset to the side.
Alec Rooney: The Boycott-like defence of the past
season was put aside as Alec discovered the fun of
aggressive stroke play. Cemented an opening bat
position by season’s end with some good batting, and
also a safe fielder at mid-off.
Aedan Thompson: Our skipper and wicketkeeper,
Aedan could be heard across the field – and
neighbouring fields – encouraging the players
and adjusting their positions. Our highest scoring
batsman, he plays entertaining and aggressive cricket
and will make a mark in the u14’s next year.
Oliver Withers: Often lethal opening the bowling
and getting early wickets, Ollie was our leading
bowler, was handy with the bat, being not out a few
times and scoring runs. Also took some good catches
in a good all-round performance.

AWARDS:

Batting – Aedan Thompson
Bowling – Harrison Loeffler
Champion player – Oliver Withers
Spirit of cricket – Finnigan Hercus
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Girls Under 13 Diamonds
The Diamonds made the move from T20 to ‘proper’ cricket in style. Coach
Ken Morrison gives us the lowdown.
The Diamonds are all graduates of T20 Blast
who stepped up into proper cricket in January as
the club’s second girls team. Despite coming up
against more experienced teams each week, the
Diamonds were always super keen, very positive
and really got stuck in. Every game and every
training session was full of smiles and positivity.
Every wicket was celebrated by the (rather
complicated) team cheer/hand-clap/chant.
All the girls improved their skills out of sight over
their six games and it was great to see every player
get on the scoreboard. Team highlights were
bowling out the opposition in just our second game
and then making our highest score against the best
team in the comp before taking five wickets off
them. The girls were a delight to coach.
A big thanks to assistant coach Michael, our
Canadian scorer Laura, Gary for helping at
training and all the parent group.

PLAYERS:
Grace Keating: Batted for plenty of overs,
with a good technique, and scored 3 runs. Really
worked on her action and bowled with good pace
and accuracy for 2 wickets. Very good in the field
with a strong arm.
Emma Lawrie: Bowled with tons of pace and
a great action. A super-athletic fielder and great
keeper. Batting grew in confidence, scoring 8 runs
and finished with two not outs.
India Makovec: Super-positive player. Began to
believe in her batting more and more, and scored

2 runs. Bowling really improved and claimed 2
wickets as a result.
Liv Morrison: A strong batter with a productive
pull shot and aggressive between the wickets.
Scored 22 runs. Bowled with very good pace for
2 wickets. Quality fielder and took a catch behind
when keeping.
Siobhan O’Donnell: A big-hitting batter who
took on the field running between the wickets
to make 16 runs. A consistent bowler taking 2
wickets and giving away very few extras. Supersharp in the field (3 catches, 3 run outs).
April Humphries: Round 6 was her
breakthrough game where her bowling suddenly
clicked and she crashed through for 3 wickets.
Sticky batter, keen in the field and always positive.
Billy Torrible: Bowled with strong pace and
took 2 wickets as a reward for good straight
bowling. A handy keeper and solid batter, building
good partnerships and scoring 6 runs.
Sophie Withers: A quiet run accumulator,
scoring 10 runs and batting for plenty of overs.
Bowling developed well and took 2 wickets.
Always positive and keen to learn.

AWARDS:
Batting – Liv Morrison
Bowling – April Humphries
Champion player – Siobhan O’Donnell
Spirit of cricket – Billy Torrible
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Girls Under 13 Gold
From easybeats to competition runners-up. A cricketing odyssey described by coach
Jarrod Cable.

2015/6 was a breakout season for the girls.

After three barren years without a win they shed
the easybeats tag and knocked over a bunch
of opposition teams to finish as runners-up. A
fine achievement underpinned by some stellar
individual performances and tight-knit teamwork.

PLAYERS:
Emily Cooksey: The heart and soul of the
team. Chipped in with bat and ball every week
and exhibited excellent ground fielding.
Eve Donovan: The spearhead of the bowling
attack. Hit the crease hard, attacked the stumps,
and was very hard to get away for runs. Brilliant
in the field. Put together a couple of fine knocks
with the bat in the back half of the season.
Cate Kerrigan: Improved in leaps and bounds.
Built up fluency in her bowling action and started
to tuck the ball away when batting. Only going to
get better.
Sophie Pitkethley: A great asset to our bowling
stocks. Bagged a heap of scalps and was the
leading wicket-taker for the team.
Rachel Skinner: Looked pretty slick behind the
stumps. Worked hard on her batting technique
and her straight driving was a highlight of the
season. Notched up plenty of runs.
Ellie Shephard: A natural leader and did
a fine job of guiding the team on and off the

field. Inspirational in the field and bowled with
considerable heat. A talented strokeplayer,
unlucky not to have amassed more runs this
season.
Lauren Shephard: As gutsy as they come.
Showed her mettle early when she stood up to
the Bankstown bowling attack to halt a batting
collapse. Bowled tidily all summer.
Jazz Weston: Dominated the competition with
ferocious strokeplay. Murdered anything short and
routinely demolished bowling attacks. Belted 302
runs at an average of 76 and finished the season
as the competition’s top run-scorer. Didn’t do a
bad job as wicketkeeper either.
Sylvie Woodhouse: Expanded her repertoire
of shots over the course of the summer and put
together a string of good knocks. Really starting
to look the goods.

AWARDS:
Batting – Rachel Skinner (111 runs, avg. 15.9)
Bowling – Sophie Pitkethley (8 wickets, avg 22.8,
b/b 2/8)
Champion player – Jazz Weston (302 runs, 39
fours, 4 sixes, avg 75.5)
Spirit of cricket – Ellie Shephard
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Under 14 Black
In a tough competition, the Blacks managed to make the Semi Final. A creditable effort
according to coach, Antony Sachs.
Fourth in U14 (Div 1) is a fair result. The boys
had some solid wins, let a few slip and had some
tough losses. There’s great friendship and humour
at games, and I am proud of their efforts.

PLAYERS:
Sebastian Best: 17 runs, 1 wicket. Sebastian
just might be the fastest runner in our team, and
gives 100% for his team-mates. Can belt the ball,
can crack jokes and is improving.
Nathanael Blair: 29 runs, 6 catches. An
Energizer bunny with sticky fingers – which is
pretty handy if you’re a keeper. Nat learned a lot
in his first year keeping, and will be better next
season.
Harry Brooks: 20 runs, 0 wickets. With limited
opportunities, Harry made his presence felt. In 23
overs, Harry probably had 4 catches dropped and
3 other chances missed. An excellent leggie – I
just wish we had him for the full season.
Charlie Eccles: 91 runs, 6 wickets. Over 9
innings, Charlie found it hard to get going this
season. And with the ball, he was without luck.
Charlie will be better for the experience – so look
out u14s in September!
Harry Eccles: 19 runs, 3 wickets. Harry plays

with intent and great effort, and gets wickets
when they are needed. Harry’s 24 run partnership
with his brother Charlie against Summer Hill
was a highlight, especially the booming 4 Harry
smacked over mid-on. Cop that!
Emmanuel Grogan: 167 runs. Emmanuel
played half the season with an injury, but still
had some great innings – always looking to score,
always courageous and with lovely technique.
Michael Grogan: 20 runs, 8 wickets. Michael
has improved this season, bowling more overs and
carrying more responsibility. Michael gives 100%,
and was unlucky not to snare more wickets.
Umar Khan: 23 runs, 2 catches, 1 ro. Answered
the call when we were short, and batted, fielded
and bowled well.
Seamus Meaker: 96 runs, 3 wickets. Seamus
brought style and class to the top of our batting
order, and did well with limited opportunities.
Sanjay Nambisan: 55 runs, 10 wickets. A
dangerous left-arm swing bowler – with a smile.
Sanjay is our very own smiling assassin.
Anwar Omar: 22 runs, 3 wickets. A gifted
athlete with wonderful reflexes and the ability
to fly when he jumps. But Anwar’s season was
frustrated by injuries and other commitments.
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Nivethan Radhakrishnan: 182 runs, 7 wickets
(7 games). Nivi had quite a good season – bowling
with control and class, and usually batting with
the composure you need as an opener.
Jazz Rinka: 184 runs, 15 wickets. Jazz had
a good year as a bowler, but found it hard to
dominate with the bat as he had in previous
seasons. Jazz is positive and aggressive, always
with a great smile – which makes him a valuable
team member.
Oscar Sachs (c): 325 runs, 9 wickets. Oscar
is maturing as a cricketer, and his batting and
leadership were a highlight this year. Good season
Oscar.
Reuben Sachs: 237 runs, 12 wickets. Reuben
is a gifted player who works hard at his game. He
can catch anything, and just keeps improving his
batting and bowling. Watch that space.

Rory Scott: 152 runs, 4 wickets. Rory is positive
in everything he does, always backing himself, and
it rubs off on his team mates. Good season Rory.
Josh Yeoh: 257 runs, 4 wickets. Josh brings
courage, energy and determination to the top of
the order. Blessed with a good eye, a good wit and
a great laugh, Josh was a great team player.
Special thanks to Paul Grogan & Kaye Ireson for
scoring and to Max Zanni and Max O’Connor
for sub-fielding in the Semi Final.

AWARDS:
Batting – Josh Yeoh
Bowling – Jazz Rinka
Champion player – Oscar Sachs
Spirit of cricket – Sebastian Best

Under 14 Blue
“Lies, damned lies and statistics”. Coach Dave Price shows that numbers don’t tell the
whole story in Div 1 cricket.
The stats and results didn’t tell the full story of
the mighty U14 Blues this season with a diabolical
draw in a very tough comp. Two wins only, but
never lost outright and no opponent was given
an easy 6 points. Yet again the boys gave their
all and once again demonstrated impeccable
sportsmanship all season.

PLAYERS:
Sanjay Anandarajah: Took his game to
yet another level by becoming the first Blues
centurion with a superb 113 to help us chase
down S.H. Gold’s massive 314.
Oliver Angel: Injuries kept Ollie out of the
middle part of the season, but he returned with
more determination in his batting and started to
pick up deserved wickets.
William Barlow: Displays everything a coach
could want in a young cricketer, every week, every
season. Won the bowling award with 9 wickets.
Jack Brennan: Landed his outswingers on a
penny over after over. Hurt, into the wind, uphill,
got wickets, got hit. But always put his hand up
for more. 3 for 5 against the eventual premiers.
Callum Duffy: Bleeds MCC blue. Battled
manfully at just about every position in the batting
order. Worked hard on his swinging fast-mediums
and took 4 for 6 with the new ball against S.H.
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Pierce Foley: One of our new recruits, Pierce
gave us experience, leadership, and valuable
’keeping skills. Pierce plays an aggressive brand of
cricket – look out Under 16s next season.
Tom Hagan: One of the 3 ‘OBs’, Original
Blues, who wears his tattered MCC cap with
pride. Bowling tested by some big hitters, but
worked hard to contribute week in, week out.
Bailey Harding: Another new Blue – hid his
light under a bushel until he opened in Round 7
with two mighty hooks for 4, sending us on our
way for a great win. Quiet but constant contributor.
Ben Hayes: Taking massive strides. Literally. Big
improver. Much more confident with the bat and
zeroing in on the perfect left-arm action which
will see him become a REAL force with the ball.
Captained our last match with his usual positive,
focused demeanour.
Peter Iosifidis: Developing into a genuine allrounder. Always an excellent bat, Pete’s bowling
really came on and he claimed valuable wickets
all season, as well as doing duty at keeper.
Angus Mooney: Arrived this season with a good
rep as a player, but soon cemented his rep as a
great team man. Sacrificed his own game for the
team from the very first morning. A role model
and example to the younger guys.

Darcy Mooney: Would have loved to have him
every game. Really shone towards the end of the
season. Always fired up and dangerous with the
ball, scored a great 50 against SH Blue.
Jude Price: A quiet but solid season. Bowled a
maiden every 4 overs and his dashing 48 helped
secure our impossible victory in Round 7. Catch
of the season was our very first wicket!
Max Zanni: By season’s end, Max was clearly
our Champion Player. Best batsman, genuine
opening pace bowler, quiet leader and soft hands
at slip. A great example of dedication to his game
and a pleasure to coach. Looking forward to next
season, Max!
A big thanks to the players and parents for
another wonderful experience in season 2105/16.
Also to Antony and the Club Executive for the
support all year. Looking forward to 2016/17!

AWARDS:
Batting – Sanjay Anandarajah (178 Runs
including 113)
Bowling – William Barlow (9 wickets)
Champion player – Max Zanni (277 Runs, 7
Wickets, 7 Catches)
Spirit of cricket – DUAL Winners, Angus and
Darcy Mooney

Under 14 Gold
Coach Andrew Witten reports on a challenging but educational season for his team
in Div 2.
A tough season stepping up to the 14s. A couple
of wins early on were well deserved, but the
team couldn’t capitalise on the good start. There
were some strong teams in our draw, and at
times the Gold players were able to match them.
Unfortunately they weren’t able to maintain the
enthusiasm and concentration required to be
competitive from session to session.

PLAYERS:
Liam: Captain in his first season with
Marrickville. A good mind for cricket and
awareness of game situations saw Liam contribute
well. Bowled a good line and length all season and
confident with bat in hand – Liam topped the list
of total runs scored.
Drew: Vice-Captain, Drew had a good season
with the ball. Developed a good outswinger and
beat the edge consistently. Led the wicket tally and

gave little to hit. Some more confident footwork
will see Drew back in the runs for 2016/17.
Jack: A good season for Jack with the ball.
Bowled a steady line and length, which proved
difficult to score off. Had a tough year with the
willow, showing the stumps to opposition bowlers
too often.
Josh: Made great improvements in his bowling
action, which saw him contribute steadily most
weeks. Enthusiastic in the field and some good
run-out throws, Josh had a good season. Faster
hands while batting will see the runs come steadily
in future.
Matt: A steady season. Early on there were signs
of his trademark swashbuckling batting that can
dominate bowling attacks, and also some good
steady bowling. Has the tools to be a regular
contributor – will benefit from choosing the right
balls to play big shots at.
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Coop: W/K Coop concentrates hard every week
on all aspects of his cricket. Great work with the
gloves on, kept the byes to a minimum. Always
gets behind the line of the ball when batting
which saw him at the pointy end of the order, and
developing some nice leg-side clip shots. Good
season Coop.
Mitch: Mitch had a steady season. Bowled well
to some very good batsmen, and kept the flow
of runs down. Showed potential as an opening
batsman, solid straight bat to the new ball and
hitting the right ball for runs. More confident
front foot movement will benefit Mitch.
Kiran: Confident young man who played his first
season with the Golds. Fastest bowler and best
arm in the team, Kiran often had the opposition
batsmen on their toes – just needs a straighter
left arm. More than capable player, his batting
improved greatly having applied himself at
training. Good season Kiran.
Joe: Bowling some great overs at key times, Joe
often managed to dislodge the main opposition
strikers. Worked on his cricket at training and
improved greatly over the season. Gets behind
the line of the ball when batting, Joe had a good
2015/16.
Angus: Angus was the Director of Entertainment
for the Golds, a popular and valuable team player.
Great improvements in batting and bowling over
the season, always enthusiastic out in the field.
Took some great catches that turned a few innings
our way and always backed his teammates when
the going got tough. Good season Angus.

Dylan: Had a tough season in the U14s – the
ball was travelling a lot more quickly than in
U12. His bowling improved a lot and made the
batsmen play. At one point was bowling for a hattrick. A quiet young man, it was a pleasure having
you in the team.
Jos: First season for the Golds. Jos proved to be
an enthusiastic member of the team. Fielded
brilliantly and took several sharp catches at gully/
mid-wicket. Concentrated on the game at all
times and improved his game over the season. A
worthy addition to the side.
Callum: Another first-year player, Callum
learned the ropes quickly to be a strong
contributor. He became a courageous batsman
and a handy medium-pace bowler. Took some
good catches, and finished with the Gold’s highest
individual score in last game of season. Good
effort Callum.
Krishna: Played a few games with the Golds.
A very solid left-hand batsman. Popular with
his teammates and always concentrating during
matches, a great player to have on any team.
Good to have you on-board Krishna.
Thanks go to Drew Sandford for managing the
Golds, to Steve and Rob for umpiring, and to the
scorers too.

AWARDS:
Batting – Liam Fanker
Bowling – Jack Sandford
Champion player – Drew Witten
Spirit of cricket – Callum Muir
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Under 14 Red
Coach Adam Smith reports on the Div 2 Premiers, who managed to get the balance
between fun and competitiveness just right.

With only 5 players returning, it was hard to
tell how we’d go moving up into U14. Just like
last year’s team, we missed out on the minor
premiership in the final round, but recovered
to win the Grand Final. With thanks to a great
group of parents, and especially to Toula for
her very efficient managing, and to Jim for his
essential coaching support.

PLAYERS
Henry Anderson: The top wicket-taker in
the comp, with a lethal yorker and a bouncer
that could surprise the best batsmen. A dynamic
fielder with a strong throw and good hands, and
his batting improved through the season.
Oliver Argent: An all-round cricketer of
immense authority. Our quickest bowler, but
also a shrewd analyser of a batsman’s weakness.
A string of crucial innings culminated in a
mature 49no. to make a testing run chase look
straightforward in the Final.
Harry Carter: Has become one of our key strike
bowlers, allying great accuracy with deceptive
movement. Continued his penchant for the
spectacular catch from last season. Needs to work
on his footwork to get more out of his batting.
Will Cooper: Missed the first half of the season
but returned with a bang, participating in a
50-run partnership in his first game back, then

almost got a hat-trick. We hope to see much more
of him next season.
Regep Hagimola: Regep was our good luck
charm. Bowled a testing length that had the
uncanny knack of removing the opposition’s top
batsmen. Loves to hit the ball hard, but needs to
learn better shot selection. Never missed training.
Peter Ikonomopoulos: A delight to coach and
a great team player. Didn’t get as many runs as
he would have liked, or his talent merited, but
never showed his disappointment and was one of
our top contributors in the field. Bowled bustling
medium pace.
Chris Karavotas: Returning to cricket after
a break, his batting particularly impressed, with
some stylish, clean hitting. His bowling has great
potential too, just needs to develop a bit more
consistency. Took one of the catches of the season
to set the standard for our fielding in the Final.
Teddy McLeod: A fearsome competitor who
never admitted defeat. Formed, with Henry, the
most potent opening bowling combination in the
competition. Two highlights among many – a
5-fer to successfully defend a total of 42, and a
bruised, battling 23. Dynamite in the field too.
Stephen Power: Left a big gap when he
returned to the UK. A correct, hard-hitting
batsman, an offspin bowler with nice variations of
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pace and flight, and a talented close catcher in the
field. We’d love to have him back next season.
Patrick Roach: Often unavailable for us in
2015, but became a regular at the pointy end of
the season. A skilful legspin bowler who can turn
it both ways, a technically assured batsman and
a brilliant fielder. His tactical acumen was also a
great asset to the team.
Ben Smith: Developed his batting with a string
of consistent performances including his maiden
50. Always seemed to produce the right innings
for the occasion. A transitional year for his
bowling, but added increasingly accomplished
keeping to his already refined fielding skills.
Sam Tancred: Initially a reluctant opener, he
grew into the role and played the match-defining
innings in the Final. Has added increasingly
confident legside shots to his natural offside
game. His expert keeping perhaps hindered the
development of his promising left-arm spin.
Adrian Trousdale: Another player returning
to cricket, Adrian is a fearless batsman, always

looking to get in behind the ball. A very capable
bowler who bowls an awkward, skidding delivery.
His own harshest critic – a much better fielder
than he thinks he is.
Daniel Walsh: Not just an astute captain,
but a generous and nurturing one too. Always
putting his players’ needs before his own, his
overall season’s stats don’t reflect his ability or his
contribution. Came to the fore when the pressure
was on in both the Semi and the Final with vital
innings.
Billy McLeod and Conor Field both played a
game for us, and Reuben Sachs and Max Tancred
(u10!) put in crucial stints of substitute fielding.
Thanks guys.

AWARDS:
Batting: Ben Smith (215 runs at 43.00)
Bowling: Henry Anderson (26 wickets at 6.08)
Champion player: Oliver Argent (262 runs at
52.40, 15 wickets at 4.60)
Spirit of cricket: Peter Ikonomopoulos

Under 16
Dale Arnull, in his valedictory season as coach, salutes the U16s – Dream Team and
Premiers.
This season started with a comfortable amount
of players, unlike last season when it was a
struggle to get 9 or 10 to each game. We had an
early win, then a loss followed by a 2-week bye.
The winning ways of the team continued with a
couple of outright victories and a draw with the
ACC Green team, who were the true contenders
for the premiership along with MCC. The great
performances of this team were a pleasure to
watch: a century by N Kennedy, many 50s by
D Cavanagh, a 100-run partnership by F Price
& J Arnull, N Martin’s spin bowling, R Lembit
getting key wickets, W Salkeld fast bowling, P
Andonopoulos’ grit & determination, Abiral &
Dipak being themselves & A Trousdale always
thinking. The leader board in batting & wicket
taking was stacked tightly.
Throughout the season Sam Bray captained the
team well, making his own decisions, with some
ideas from myself incorporated. Ultimately it was
a team run by the young men of Marrickville.
There was a bunch of these players who played
Presidents cup U/15 in the previous season & I
noticed the happiness & great team spirit they had
running their own team game. It was a great way

to go with these guys, most of them have been
playing since they were nine years old. Handing
them the responsibility with minimal intervention
worked. The premiership was theirs in the end, in
the most thrilling, hard-fought game of cricket I
have seen. I will always remember this game as it
was the best. Also, being my last game as a cricket
coach tops it all off, with such joy on the faces of
the Princes of Marrickville.
I will continue with being a CWSCA Umpire
and will probably see the MCC players through
the representative seasons which I am looking
forward to greatly. There are many friendships
I have had throughout my involvement with
MCC which I will value greatly. David Mason,
the previous secretary of the club, stands as an
example of selflessness & dedication to the club
and the game; he is still involved in Milo cricket
even now. David Price, the Oracle, who has been
my confidant over many years. Tracey Salkeld
who is a lot like David Mason. Scott Kennedy’s
enthusiasm is an inspiration. Paul Cavanagh is
another confidant, and Tom & Louise Bray. Susan
Hemsley, the team manager & Club Secretary,
always kept me on my toes. Kathryn Higgs, what
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can I say… All those years of scoring along with
being the club Treasurer. Many seasons when I
was captain of the MCC seniors team, Kathryn
putting those unbalanced scores onto MyCricket
made a Saturday afternoon well worth it.

PLAYERS:
Peter Andonopoulos: Has matured into a
confident cricketer, and could be relied on when
it was needed. He will be a force to be reckoned
with next year in U/16s. CWSCA Representative.
James Arnull: Always exciting with bat & ball,
always gave 100% to the game & was a great
team player. A bit of a hothead at times but he
is my son & needs to keep his cool. CWSCA
Representative.
Sam Bray: The skipper, who led the team to the
premiership & is a great example of a gentleman
cricketer. Always kept his cool. CWSCA
Representative.
Daniel Cavanagh: Run accumulator &
deceptive bowler who will continue doing this for
a long time to come: small in stature but huge in
talent. Opening the batting, he was the anchor
in most innings & took wickets when no-one else
could. CWSCA Representative.
Nicholas Kennedy: Made a comeback to
junior cricket & I could tell he enjoyed it all.
Scored his first century this season & kept up the
fear in the oppositions eyes when bowling. Helped
out in the rep team when he had time.
Rowan Lembit: Great team member who went
about his business quietly & got many key wickets
throughout the season. Batsmen thought he was a
pushover, but often out they went.

Rowan was a key in winning the Final, much to
the disappointment of ACC.
Noah Martin: Spin bowling, he was hard to hit,
spun it both ways! Noah took many wickets this
season & will surely be a contender next year in
U/16s.
Dipak Paija: Enjoyed his first competitive cricket
season. He was a real contributor to the team
winning the Final, having a good time with the ball.
Will also be a great inclusion in U/16s next year.
Abiral Paudel: A great guy to have in the
team – kept up the happiness. He was like a ball
magnet in the field & threw many close runouts.
He was also part of the winning run in the Final.
Felix Price: Laid-back, talented cricketer whom
I have coached since U/9s. He had a great season
with the bat & was an integral part of some wins
throughout the season.
Will Salkeld: Bowled some of the fastest balls
I saw this year, slip fielders found them hard to
catch. His passion for the game was immense;
also in any sport he plays he is the same. CWSCA
Representative.
Alex Trousdale: The thinker. Alex went
about his business much like Rowan & helped
change some games. In particular in the Final,
managed to hit the winning run off the last ball.
Unforgettable.

AWARDS:
Batting (and Bowling Achievement) – Daniel
Cavanagh
Bowling –Noah Martin
Champion player: Nicholas Kennedy
Spirit of cricket: Alex Trousdale
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Seniors 4th Division
Captain Ethan Duff-Coleman reports on a successful season, but one that ended
in heartbreak.
Season 2015-2016 was another thoroughly
enjoyable one for me and my team. Because of
our efforts last season in 5th division, we were
promoted up a grade to 4th division. 4th division
is the highest grade I and the majority of my team
have ever played in and you definitely notice the
difference. Teams are a lot more competitive and
there wasn’t a lot of difference between the top 4
and the bottom 4 teams.
Recruitment this season wasn’t as big as last
season but we still added. Anthony Chau returned
to the club from a year off cricket and Angus
Bisset-Stewart also joined, having not played
cricket since Under 14s.
I think it’s fair to say we started the season slowly,
winning only 2 of our first 7 games, to sit in 6th
position halfway through the competition. Most
of the guys went through their HSC exams
during this period so we were often short on
numbers. A special thanks to Peter Andonopoulos
from the Under 16s who filled in for a couple of
games. His senior’s debut against Newtown was
memorable, making 36 with the bat before taking
4-28 with the ball as well as adding 2 catches.
The second half of the season was where we
really started to make some ground. We won 6 of
our last 7 games beating the 1st and 2nd placed
teams to finish comfortably in 3rd position, well
ahead of the 4th placed
team. We went into
a Semi Final against
the only team who
had beaten us on both
occasions throughout the
year. This game meant a
little more to me especially
as I have been a part of 3
semi-final losses in a row
and a 4th would have left
me wondering if I was
ever going to win one. We
did win the game and the
relief was evident not just
for me but for all of the
guys who have put in a lot
of hard work this year.
The Preliminary Final loss
to Ashfield will go down
as the most disappointing
result I have ever

encountered, both as a captain and as a player. I’m
not disappointed because we lost; I could handle
losing had our opponents outplayed us. The fact is
we completely dominated the opposition for a day
and a half of the Preliminary Final and in 1 hour
of madness we lost the game. At one stage we were
2-70 chasing 96 to win the game, but ended up all
out for 90. Our own mistakes cost us that game,
and we’ll have to live with that until next season.
I want to say a big thank you to club president
Antony Sachs and club secretary Sue Hemsley
for all your support this year. Your support really
means a lot and I know the guys really appreciate
everything you do for this team and the club as a
whole.

AWARDS:
Batting – Bayley Andersen (530 runs, 3 Fifties
(91, 71 and 61no) 9 catches)
Bowling – Finbar Shields (37 wickets, 3 fourwicket hauls (4-7, 4-16 and 4-27) 1 hat-trick 12
catches)
Champion player – David Duff-Coleman (30
wickets, 2 five-wicket hauls (7-42 and 5-32) 241
runs 1 Fifty (58) 4 catches and 2 run-outs)
Spirit of cricket – Angus Bisset-Stewart
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Seniors 6th Division
Captain Michael Mayhew tells us how the men from the mountains remixed, remade
and remodelled themselves to win a premiership in convincing style.

It was a great comeback season for most of the
boys after a long break since junior cricket in the
Blue Mountains. We grafted some great local
talent onto that rock-solid Mountain-base – and
we gelled from day one. We never looked back. At
times we struggled with numbers – winning many
games with as few as seven players – showing
guts, determination and building team morale.
Everybody played their part.
We won the minor premiership, but took the long
road to the Grand Final after losing the first Semi
Final. We were so hungry to win the big one, and
won the Grand Final outright. We’ve made friends
for life this season, and can’t wait to do it again.
A special mention to the Sachs super-subs Antony
and Reubs for helping us out in the field and
everything in general. We really appreciate it.

PLAYERS:
Jack Brady: (45 runs, 6 wkts) Runs and wickets
don’t show how much the big guy brings to our
team.
Les Clarke: (113 runs, wickie) Stylish behind the
stumps, and with some wit too.
Vince Clayton: (293 runs, 9 wkts) Sun’s out,
guns out! Muscle, hustle and some great innings
in big games.
Patrick Cooke: (82 runs, 15 wkts) The Postman
– always delivers. Our galloping leggie is a
champion.

Tristan Howard: (128 runs, 6 wkts) Hungry
like a wolf in the field, will never die wondering
with the bat.
Michael Mayhew: (436 runs, 28 wkts) Captain
Courageous. Nuff said.
Mick Mlinaric: (301 runs, 8 wkts) The Clint
Eastwood of the team – made our day in the GF
with a stoic 25 to get us out of trouble.
Bishal Paija: (4 runs, 15 wkts including a hattrick) Amazing first year of cricket – a hat-trick in
rd 13 and 6-30 in the Grand Final. Take a bow.
Ernie Reibelt: (153 runs, 12 wkts) The smiling
assassin. His 59 in the GF won us the game.
Oscar Sachs: (113 runs, 5 wkts) Bowls a corker
yorker, and the boy can hit. A special mention
for stepping up halfway through the season and
playing a vital part in our team.
Tim Spillane: (393 runs including 2 centuries,
20 wkts) Hits massive, doesn’t waste time. Bowls in
the corridor all day long.
Phil Tree: (629 runs including 3 centuries and
a 98no, 14 wkts) Tree by name, massive oak by
nature. Some balls he belted are still going now.

AWARDS:
Batting – Michael Mayhew
Bowling – Timothy Spillane
Champion player - Phil Tree
Spirit of cricket – Bishal Paija
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Special Club Event

The MCC’s u14 Black team got a surprise visit and
training tips from cricket legends Brett Lee and
Steve Smith on 24 Oct 2015, thanks to CommBank.
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St Peters Children’s Cricket team in the 1920’s

Then

The equipment and clothing has changed, but the cheeky look is timeless.

Now
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Teddy and Dan workin’ out what’s next - under 14 Reds

And lastly, don’t forget...
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